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Introduction
Project Background
Franklin Boulevard, with its wide lanes and fast-moving vehicles, can be an
uninviting, unsafe, and uncomfortable street. For people who walk, bike, or take
the bus, Franklin Boulevard can be a significant barrier to getting from place to
place. To remedy this, in late 2018 the city launched the Franklin Blvd
Transformation project. The project aims to redesign Franklin Boulevard
between Alder Street and Interstate-5 into a multi-modal urban street that places
more priority on people and placemaking; the project also includes Garden
Avenue and its connections to Franklin Boulevard. Four goals guide work on the
project:





Goal 1: Transform Franklin Boulevard into a pleasant, safe, comfortable,
multimodal street.
Goal 2: Reinforce Franklin Boulevard as the spine of the regional EmX system.
Goal 3: Strengthen connections across and along Franklin Boulevard.
Goal 4: Reconstruct Franklin Boulevard to be consistent with adopted plans
and considering environmental impacts and cost.

The project planning and design phase is currently underway and is anticipated
to take place through November 2019. As part of the planning phase, a four-day
design workshop was held between January 28 and January 31, 2019. The
purpose of the workshop was to introduce the community to the project, elicit
feedback, and incorporate that feedback into initial draft designs concepts for a
transformed Franklin Boulevard.
The design workshop that took place in January is more formally known as a
charrette. A charrette uses a series of collaborative design and public input
cycles for multiple, consecutive days. Everyone – from city planner to local
business and property owners – become aware of the complexities of
development and design issues, and everyone works together to arrive at the
best possible solution.
A second design workshop, scheduled for May 29-30, 2019, will present the
project alternatives to the community so that they may benefit from community
input and be revised.
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Survey Background
During the kick off meeting for the design workshop, participants were oriented
to the Franklin Blvd Transformation project. They were then asked four
questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What key values should shape the transformation of Franklin Blvd?
What do you currently like about Franklin Blvd and wish to preserve?
What do you currently dislike about Franklin Blvd and wish to change?
What is currently missing from Franklin Blvd that you would like to see
created?

The answers were recorded and informed the first draft designs concepts
generated. The same four questions were posted as a survey on the project
home page at www.eugene-or.gov/Franklin, which is hosted on the City of
Eugene’s website. The online survey was launched on February 4, 2019. It was
advertised through social media and presentations to promote awareness of it.
During the open comment period 29 responses were generated. The survey
officially closed on February 28, 2019. One additional answer was recorded on
March 5, 2019 through a one week grace period.
Additionally, the questions were posed in person to the Fairmount and Laurel
Hill neighborhood associations, and the University of Oregon’s Campus Planning
Committee, during previously scheduled February meetings. Responses provided
during these meetings were recorded and incorporated into this findings
memorandum as well. The purpose of these questions is to continue to inform
and guide designs generated and assessed as potential candidates for a
transformed Franklin Boulevard.

What We Heard
Summary of Responses
The summary table presents the top responses for each question in the survey.
All responses that occurred five times or more are included in the summary
table. Only two responses occurred five times or more for the question, “What is
currently missing from Franklin Blvd that you would like to see created?” Due to
this, responses that occurred at least four times are included in the summary.
The responses provided echo the project goals of safety and comfort for all
users, connections across and along Franklin Boulevard, and the creation of a
truly multi-modal corridor. Responses also indicate the community’s desire for
greenery and for Franklin Boulevard to become a destination, a place that people
choose to go to and not just pass through.
Survey Summary
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Summary of Top Responses to Each Franklin Blvd Transformation Survey
Question

What's
Missing

Dislikes

Likes

Key Values

Question Response

Survey Summary

Safety
Accessibility
Connectivity
Placemaking
Aesthetics
Traffic Flow
Trees
EmX
Mill Race
Businesses
Trees
Unsafe
Auto-Centricity
Not Pedestrian / Bicyclist Friendly
Ugly
Narrow Sidewalks
Speeding Vehicles
Traffic
Traffic Signal Timing
Trees
Green Space
Bike Lanes
Crosswalks
Improved Pedestrian Experience
Pedestrian Overpasses

Number of Occurrences
9
7
6
6
5
5
5
13
7
5
5
13
10
9
8
6
5
5
5
9
5
4
4
4
4
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Project Evaluation Metrics
The Triple Bottom Line is the framework through which the city makes decisions
and policies. It is comprised of three branches, known as either the three E’s or
the three P’s – Equity, Environment, and Economics; or People, Planet, and Profit
– and is the holistic notion that the advancement of all three branches equally
must occur in order to build a sustainable future for all members of the
community.
The responses also reinforce the project’s evaluation metrics proposed in the
Project Overview Memorandum which will be used to assess the different
alternatives and design choices using both quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Evaluation metrics for project designs are guided by the three branches of the
Triple Bottom Line - People (walking, biking, riding the bus, or driving), Planet
(environmental), and Profit (economic).
Survey responses demonstrate that people who use Franklin do not feel safe or
comfortable using the corridor, that there is a lack of accessibility or
connectivity, and that features which would enhance the ground-level experience
(trees, green spaces, crosswalks) are missing. The metrics proposed would
measure features such as pedestrian and bicyclist level of traffic stress,
continuity of walking and biking networks, and the number of charter tree
impacted. Responses as shown in the appendices of this memorandum also
indicate that respondents wish to see historical features preserved, traffic flow
improved, and are concerned about noise and light pollution. These are all
metrics by which the project designs will be evaluated.
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Evaluation Metrics Proposed in Franklin Blvd Transformation’s Project
Overview Memorandum
Pedestrians

Motor Vehicles

 Pedestrian Level of Traffic Stress
 Continuity of Walking Network
 Distance between Suitable Pedestrian
Crossings of Franklin




Level of Service
On-Street Parking Supply



Travel Time



Vehicle Miles Traveled

 Accommodation of People with Mobility
and Visual Impairments



Modal Split

Bicyclists





Emissions/Carbon Footprint
Safety
Network Connectivity







Safety

Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress
Continuity of Biking Network
Safety

Transit

Freight





Frequency and On-Time Reliability
Schedule Speed/Travel Times
Presence of Transit Stop Amenities





Connectivity to Pedestrian/Bike Network



Safety

Appropriate Truck Routes



Environmental

Economic







Historic Sites Affected
Acres of Land Use Type Impacted
Number of Charter Trees Affected
Acres of Impervious Surfaces
Right-of-way Acreage needed






Number of Noise Sensitive Land Uses



On-Street Parking Supply

Survey Summary
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Appendix A: Survey Responses – Categorized
Key Values
Access/Connectivity
accessibility
connectivity
access
neighborhood access
access for peds
access for persons with
altered abilities
access to river

Greening/Ecology/Sustainability
trees
mitigation pollution
green infrastructure
sustainability
ecological education
ecological preservation
minimal light pollution
green space
mitigation noise

Survey Summary

7
6
3
2
1

Multi-Modal
multi-modal
ped friendly
ped/bike friendly
walkability
ALL modes

4
4
4
2
2

1

wayfinding

1

1
21

5
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
17

BRT

1
18

Safety/Comfort
safety
speed reduction
moderate speed
comfort
wider sidewalks

9
3
1
1
1
15

Traffic/Street Design
traffic flow
better traffic flow
separated bike facilities
separated BRT lanes
shortened ped-crossings
minimal congestion
neighborhood streets
off-street parking
pedestrian bridges
roundabouts
capacity
complete streets

5
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
18
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Sense of Place
placemaking
aesthetics
neighborhood character
beautify
density

6
5
3
3
2

business development
business retention
creative space
cost-effective
housing

1
1
1
1
1

welcoming entrance

2

affordable housing

1

welcoming
equity
historic preservation
historic highlighting
gateway
multi-cultural experssion
diversity

2
2
2
1
1
1
1

University character
18-hr neighborhood
integrated space
joy
destinations
people
inclusive

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
44
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Likes
Access/Connectivity
Access to connections to other areas
Access to I-5
Access
Access to river path
Business Access
Connection b/t Fairmont &
Downtown
River Access

Businesses/Buildings
Businesses
Market of Choice
Historic Structures
Jaqua Center
Romania Building
Matt Knight Arena
Higher-Density Development
Taller Buildings
Linear Quality

Survey Summary

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
9

5
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
15

Sense of Place
Boulevard-aesthetic
Public Art
Views
Gateway feeling of corridor
Lighting
"Relic" Welcome Sign
Not much

Green Space/Nature
Mill Race
Trees
Median Landscaping
Natural Spaces
Green Space
Open Space
Parks
Waterfront
UO landscaping
Urban Farm access

1
1
1
1
1

Ped/Bike/EmX
EmX
Crosswalks
bike share
bike lanes
riverfront bike path

1
1
7

ped-crossing at Villard
EmX only lane
Transit Stations

7
5
4
2
1
1
1
1

Traffic Flow/LOS
Traffic Flow (LOS)
Traffic Mobility

13
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20
4
1
5

1
1
24
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Dislikes
Buildings/Aesthetics
ugly
"junky commercial frontages"
commercial signage
huge box buildings
large student housing complexes
light pollution
strip malls
tall apartment buildings w/ no setback
trash
big ugly apartment buildings

Lack of Access/Connectivity
lack of access
poor bike access
disconnected
lack of access MKA
lack of bike-connectivity
lack of businesses
poor ped/bike access to EmX stations
lack of accessibility for persons with
altered abilities

8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
17

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
10

Survey Summary

Unsafe/Uncomfortable
unsafe
speeding vehicles
too many traffic lanes
uncomfortable
speed limit too high
uncomfortable ped crossings
poor lane markings
cars go through reds
unsafe ped crossings
wide pedestrian crossings
crowded bus platforms
crowded intersections
intimidating
unfriendly
unpleasent on Judkins Point sidewalks
not enough separation of BRT and vehicles

13
5
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
36

Not Ped/Bike Friendly
auto-centricity

10

not ped/bike friendly

9

narrow sidewalks
ped crossing signal timing
missing bike lanes
lack of pedestrian crossing refuges
lack of pedestrian crossings
not ped friendly
pedestrians
confusing intersections

Traffic
traffic signal timing
traffic
traffic noise
car lane design
left-turn onto Villard
congestion

No Sense of Place
disruptive
lost historic connections
no free activities
no sense of place
noisy
gateway not welcoming
overhead wires
power poles in sidewalks
street lighting is cold
everything

5
5
1
1
1
1
14

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
10

6
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
37
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What's Missing
Sense of Place
a sense of place
affordable housing
art
mixed-use development
places to spend time

2
2
2
1
1

Ped/Bike/EmX
improved pedestrian experience
pedestrian overpasses
bike lanes
crosswalks
protected bike lanes

4
4
4
4
2

Green Space
trees
green space
landscaping with native species
park
Landscaping

9
5
2
2
1

public art

1

wider sidewalks

2

gardens

1

stewardship of historical spaces
transit-oriented development
a welcome center that offers
neighborhood/Franklin history materials

1
1

2nd EmX lane
ped-scale lighting
physical separation between
modes

2
2

planting strips
clear view of river

1
1

2

proper drainage

1

Iconic identity piece
improved entry sign

1

wayfinding

2

1

improved crossings

1

beautified corridor

1

bike

1

Auto-centric

density

1

bike facilities

1

roundabouts

3

1

bike-connectivity

1

reduced speeds

2

1

pedestrian refuges

1

better connection to
Glenwood/Springfield

1

1

better traffic flow

1

1

enforcement

1

1
1

reduced parking
more traffic signals

1
1

buildings for permanent residents, not
just students
a place where you would choose to walk
(for leisure)

1

welcoming gateway

1

sense of enclosure

1

spatial differentiations
historical acknowledgement

1
1

attn to local businesses and homeowners
fewer concrete lots
nothing

Survey Summary

1
1
1
25

protected bike lanes (for other
micromobility options too)
prioritization of alternative
transportation modes
protected sidewalks
safe ped crossings
wide sidewalks
safe crossings
shortened ped crossings
separated bike lanes
comfortable and safe feeling bike
infrastructure
ped/bike throughput

1
1
1
1

23

10

1
1
43
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Appendix B: Survey Responses - Coded
Q1. Please list Key Values you believe should shape the transformation of Franklin Blvd and its area
Meeting Commentary
2/22/2019 ped friendly
2/20/2019 neighborhood access
2/19/2019 neighborhood streets

University character
capacity

minimal light pollution

wider sidewalks

access

access to river

access for peds

access
historic preservation
traffic flow
aesthetics

walkability
people
placemaking
all modes

wayfinding
affordable housing

welcoming
diversity

inclusive

placemaking

1/28/19 Design Workshop
1 speed reduction
neighborhood access
2 safety
aesthetics
3 safety
4 green space

Survey Summary

access for persons with
altered abilities
destinations
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Online Survey
1 3/5/2019 walkability (ped-friendly)
connectivity
2 2/28/2019 sustainability
3 2/24/2019 access
4 2/24/2019 trees
5 2/24/2019 trees
6 2/24/2019 better traffic flow
7 2/24/2019 speed reduction
8 2/19/2019 historic preservation
9 2/19/2019 ALL modes
10 2/18/2019 placemaking
11 2/18/2019 green infrastructure
12 2/18/2019 ped/bike friendly
13 2/18/2019 ped/bike friendly
14 2/18/2019 safety
15 2/17/2019 better traffic flow
16 2/17/2019 ped friendly
17 2/16/2019 multi-modal
equity
18 2/15/2019 traffic flow
19 2/13/2019 accessibility
20 2/11/2019 safety
21 2/6/2019 traffic flow
shortened ped-crossings
22 2/6/2019 safety
23 2/5/2019 multi-modal
24 2/5/2019 traffic flow
25 2/4/2019 traffic flow
26 2/4/2019 complete streets
27 2/4/2019 mitigation pollution
28 2/4/2019 accessibility
29 2/4/2019 equity

Survey Summary

safety

accessibility

18-hr neighborhood welcoming

mitigation noise

mitigation pollution

accessibility

beautify
historic highlighting
green infrastructure
integrated space
BRT
business retention
green space
aesthetics
minimal congestion

ped/bike friendly

trees
pedestrian bridges

welcoming entrance placemaking

accessibility

sustainability

aethetics

separated bike facilities
speed reduction
neighborhood character
moderate speed
separated BRT lanes
connectivity

ped friendly
ecological preservation
cost-effective
safety

off-street parking
ecological education welcoming entrance
multi-modal
roundabouts
separated bike facilities connectivity

aesthetics
gateway
safety
multi-modal

neighborhood character trees
connectivity
accessibility
ped/bike friendly
density
placemaking

connectivity
beautify
neighborhood character connectivity

accessibility

safety

joy

trees

multicultural expression

creative space

beautify

ped friendly
business development

density

housing

placemaking

comfort
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Q2. What do you currently like about Franklin Blvd and wish to preserve?
Meeting Commentary
2/22/2019 [n/a]
2/20/2019 [n/a]
2/19/2019 access
1/28/19 Design Workshop
1 EmX
open space
2 public art
river access
3 Traffic Flow
4 waterfront

Survey Summary

access to river path

bike share

relic Eugene welcome sign
Mill Race
parks

access to I-5

ped crossing at Villard bike lanes

riverfront bike path

Matt Knight Arena

businesses

EmX

Romania building

Mill Race

natural spaces

boulevard-aesthetic

businesses

trees
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Online Survey
1 3/5/2019 Urban Farm access
2 2/28/2019 Mill Race
Crosswalks
3 2/24/2019 Access to connections to other areas
4 2/24/2019 Median Landscaping
5 2/24/2019 English Oaks
6 2/24/2019 EmX only lane
7 2/24/2019 EmX
8 2/19/2019 Mill Race
Linear Quality
9 2/19/2019 Median Landscaping
10 2/18/2019 Not much
11 2/18/2019 Historic Structures
12 2/18/2019 Median Landscaping
Market of Choice (Businesses)
13 2/18/2018 EmX
14 2/18/2019 Gateway feeling of corridor
15 2/17/2019 Traffic Flow (LOS)
16 2/17/2019 Mill Race
17 2/16/2019 EmX
Businesses/Venues
18 2/13/2019 Mill Race
Natural Spaces
19 2/11/2019 Traffic Mobility
EmX
20 2/7/2019 EmX
21 2/6/2019 Traffic Flow (LOS)
22 2/6/2019 Median Landscaping
Transit Stations (EmX)
23 2/5/2019 EmX
Connection b/t Fairmont &
Downtown (Access to
24 2/5/2019 connections to other areas)
Green Space
25 2/4/2019 Trees
Traffic Flow (LOS)
26 2/4/2019 EmX
Bussinesses
27 2/4/2019 EmX
Higher-Density Development
28 2/4/2019 Trees
EmX
29 2/4/2019 EmX

Survey Summary

Market of Choice

Access to I-5

Lighting

Historic Structures

EmX

UO landscaping

Jaqua Center MKA

Mill Race
Trees
Business Access

Businesses

Taller Buildings

Views

Access to connections to other areas
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Q3. What do you dislike and want to change?
Meeting Commentary
2/22/2019 unsafe
cars go through reds
unpleasent on Judkins Point
2/20/2019 sidewalks
traffic
2/19/2019 light pollution
speeding
1/28/19 Design Workshop
1 left-turn onto Villard
traffic signal timing
2 auto-centricity
unsafe
crowded bus platforms
3 unsafe ped crossings
4 gateway not welcoming

Survey Summary

ped crossing signal timing

uncomfortable ped crossings

ped crossing signal timing
congestion

poor bike access
traffic noise

unsafe

intimidating

missing bike lanes

poor bike access

narrow sidewalks

power poles in sidewalks

missing bike lanes

speed limit too high

crowded intersections
lack of accessibility for persons
with altered abilities
overhead wires

car lane design

street lighting is cold

confusing intersections

speed limit too high

traffic

traffic signal timing
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Online Survey
1 3/5/2019 big ugly apartment buildings flexible & changing (food carts, art)
2 2/28/2019 ugly
unsafe
3 2/24/2019 lack of access MKA
4 2/24/2019 poor lane markings (unsafe)
5 2/24/2019 too many traffic lanes
6 2/24/2019 traffic
speed
7 2/24/2019 large student housing complexes
ugly
8 2/19/2019 no sense of place
9 2/19/2019 "junky commercial frontages"ugly
10 2/18/2019 everything
ugly
11 2/18/2019 too many traffic lanes
12 2/18/2019 auto-centricity
not ped/bike friendly
13 2/18/2019 narrow sidewalks
unsafe
14 2/18/2019 narrow sidewalks
unsafe
15 2/17/2019 ped crossing signal timing traffic flow/LOS
16 2/17/2019 auto-centricity
17 2/16/2019 auto-centricity
unsafe
18 2/13/2019 not ped/bike friendly
unsafe
19 2/11/2019 auto-centricity
unsafe
20 2/7/2019 auto-centricity
lack of pedestrian crossings
21 2/6/2019 traffic signal timing
lack of pedestrian crossing refuges
22 2/6/2019 auto-centricity
unsafe
narrow sidewalks
water drainage issues
23 2/5/2019 noisy
24 2/5/2019 strip malls
trash
25 2/4/2019 unsafe
unsafe ped crossings
26 2/4/2019 speeding vehicles
disconnected
27 2/4/2019 not ped/bike friendly
auto-centricity
28 2/4/2019 traffic
not ped/bike friendly
29 2/4/2019 lack of access
not ped/bike friendly

Survey Summary

no free activities
lack of businesses

not comfortable
not ped/bike friendly

pedestrians
commercial signage
huge box buildings
narrow sidewalks
disruptive

lost historic connections

auto-centricity

unfriendly

not ped/bike friendly
traffic signal timing
ugly
ped crossing signal timing
ugly
traffics signal timing
lack of pedestrian crossing refuges
unsafe
not ped friendly
not enough separation of BRT and vehicles
not ped/bike friendly
lack of bike-connectivity wide pedestrian crossings

tall apartment buildings w/ nougly
setback
poor ped/bike access to EmX stations
speeding vehicles
not ped/bike friendly
auto-centricity
ugly
uncomfortable
narrow sidewalks
speeding vehicles
unsafe

lack of access
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Q4. What is missing that you would like to see created?
Meeting Commentary
2/22/2019 ped-scale lighting
2/20/2019 [n/a]
2/19/2019 beautified corridor

public art

trees

1/28/19 Design Workshop
attn to local businesses and
1 homeowners

fewer concrete lots

wide sidewalks
a place where you would
choose to walk (for leisure)
crosswalks
historical acknowledgement

2 bike lanes
physical separation between
3 roundabouts
ped/bike throughput
4 crosswalks
trees

Survey Summary

bowling lane
more traffic signals
wayfinding

physical separation between modes proper drainage
clear view of river

green spaces

crosswalks

parks
green spaces
reduced speeds
welcoming gateway safe crossings
sense of enclosure

spatial differentiations
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Online Survey
1 3/5/2019 Iconic identity piece
2 2/28/2019 park
3 2/24/2019 nothing
4 2/24/2019 trees
5 2/24/2019 trees
6 2/24/2019 enforcement
7 2/24/2019 [comment outside of project SOW]
8 2/19/2019 stewardship of historical spaces
9 2/19/2019 affordable housing
10 2/18/2019 pedestrian overpasses
11 2/18/2019 a sense of place
12 2/18/2019 density
13 2/18/2019 bike lanes
14 2/18/2019 safe ped crossings
15 2/18/2019 pedestrian overpasses
16 2/17/2019 pedestrian overpasses
17 2/17/2019 art
18 2/16/2019 bike lanes
trees
protected bike lanes (for other
19 2/13/2019 micromobility options too)
20 2/11/2019 trees
21 2/7/2019 crosswalks
22
23
24
25
26
27

flexible & changing (food carts, art)
gardens

roundabouts

green space

protected sidewalks
wider sidewalks
better traffic flow

protected bike lanes

planting strips

improved pedestrian experience

protected bike lanes

wider sidewalks
improved pedestrian experience
pedestrian refuges

trees
trees

improved entry sign

transit-oriented development
art
a welcome center that offers
neighborhood/Franklin history
materials

reduced parking

affordable housing

mixed-use development

pedestrian overpasses

trees

landscaping with native
species

wayfinding for all modes

bike lanes
ped-scale lighting

landscaping with native
species

2/6/2019 roundabouts
shortened ped crossings
2/6/2019 bike connection at Walnut to MKA/FAC/UO
places to spend time
2/5/2019 2nd EmX lane
2/5/2019 Landscaping
Green Spaces
2/4/2019 improved pedestrian experience
2/4/2019 green space
improved pedestrian experience
comfortable and safe feeling bike
28 2/4/2019 improved crossings
infrastructure
29 2/4/2019 2nd EmX lane
better connection to
Glenwood/Springfield (to facilitate
30 2/4/2019 sense of place
econ development for both)
Survey Summary

separated bike lanes

buildings for permanent residents, not just students
bike facilities
prioritization of alternative
transportation modes

reduced speeds

bike-connectivity
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Appendix C: Survey Responses – Raw
Q1. Please list Key Values you believe should shape the transformation of Franklin Blvd and its area
Meeting Commentary
2/22/2019 Pedestrian Friendly, Character and Quality of University (not just road itself)
1/28/19 Design Workshop
Slow it down, wider sidewalks for pedestrians, people live along this boulevard, there should be easy access for folks who
live south of Franklin Boulevard and can move across north to the river, accessibility for pedestrians, especially those with
altered abilities is very important to our group. Bike and pedestrian safety is extremely important within our group. Franklin
Blvd is the main access for the Fairmount neighborhood, and the neighborhoods around Fairmount. Continue to have good
1 access to Franklin as a thourough-fare
Safety, easy access, walkability, clarity in signage and directions/how things are supposed to flow, welcoming, good
destinations, visually attractive, history preserved (such as through literature or signage), people, housing that is affordable,
2 diversity
3 Safety, throughput, and a place to be
It should represent the Eugene community by being green and attractive, engagement with all modes of transportation,
4 inclusivity and a sense of place. We should feel welcomed, stimulated, and safe, and we should have barrier-free crossings.

Survey Summary
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Online Survey
Walkability Safety Access and purpose for both daytime and nighttime activities Welcoming for all ages A conduit for

1 3/5/2019 multicultural expression Connection to Springfield
2 2/28/2019 sustainability, mitigation of noise and pollution from traffic. Accessibility to shopping, parking and walking. Creative space.
3 2/24/2019 Access into Eugene from Glenwood, Springfield, and I-5.
Trees to add beauty, shade, safety and to keep it from feeling like a big wide bare street. 2. Separation of the bike lane

4
5
6
7

2/24/2019 from cars by a planting strip of shrubs and trees
2/24/2019 Save current Trees
2/24/2019 better traffic flow,
2/24/2019 Slowing car traffic. Beautifying with landscaping and artwork. Pedestrian and bike-friendly.

focus on and be stewards of the historic quality of spaces, care for the significant historic buildings including the first judge
of Lane County, old cannery spaces. Next highlight the Willamette greenway carrying on from the 1970s green project and
8 2/19/2019 relate to the buttes and the view and connection up river and Keep the real historical connections and scale
Focus on ALL modes of traffic, most importantly pedestrians and bicyclists Green infrastructure: Vegetated stormwater
facilities and investment into trees, providing them the root zones they need to become the large mature canopies which
9 2/19/2019 will help define part of Eugene's identity It needs ot be beautiful and make a statement.

10 2/18/2019 a place to be in, rather than get through or avoid - an integrated space, rather than one that limits involvement
11 2/18/2019 Green infrastructure, rapid transit, pedestrian comfort
Provide a comfortable experience for bikes and pedestrians. Don't displace existing businesses and create a viable corridor

12 2/18/2019 for businesses.
13 2/18/2019 Pedestrian friendly Bike friendly Green
14 2/18/2019 Pedestrian and drivers safety, aesthetics-trees!, sense of arrival and sense of place
Engineer balanced traffic and pedestrian FLOW with as LITTLE CONGESTION as possible, keeping enough lanes for real
traffic needs and using timed lights and over-traffic walkways with escalators to keep everyone moving along and not
15 2/17/2019 impacting each other.

16 2/17/2019 encourage pedestrians
17 2/16/2019 Walkability, bikeability, public transit/EmX, accessibility, sustainability, aesthetics, density, housing, socially equitable.
18 2/15/2019 Keep traffic flowing smoothly Find an alternative corridor for bikers Friendly to pedestrians Off street parking areas
Prioritization of safe and easy access to north and south sides of Franklin Blvd for all non automobile users, lower speeds
of vehicle entering Franklin from the east, address ecological imperatives and displaying them in an educational format at
19 2/13/2019 each site they are incorporated, and welcoming all people to Oregon/Eugene.
Survey Summary
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20 2/11/2019 Safety, Neighborhood Character, Cost-effectiveness, Multimodal Options
motor vehicles (MV): smooth flow, moderate speed (35-C19), high safety, roundabouts. + bikes: separate place from MV
and pedestrians, good visibility and sight lines from/to MV so both MV and cyclist can see each other, NO contraflow or
hidden from MV, good connections to north/south cycle facilities (bike roundabout if high flows expected). + pedestrians:
separate from MV and cycles, buffered from MV and cyclists by offset of 5-10 feet, short crossings (use islands) and one
way MV flow to make decision making easy. + transit: keep them out of MV flow on separate lane, if that can't happen
2/6/2019 provide bus bays so MV is not held up while bus stops.

21
22 2/6/2019 Safety, walking and biking network connectivity, sense of place, consistency with rest of facility
23 2/5/2019 Multi-modal transportation options

Ingress and egress options proportional to use (including all the new apartments), a clean aesthetic free from ugly high-

24 2/5/2019 rise, for-profit dorms, tall evergreen trees to carry the character of Hendricks park to the doorstep of Alton Baker park.
Franklin needs to fulfill it's primary purpose - the movement of goods and people between Eugene and Springfield, between
I-5 and the two cities, providing a gateway to Eugene (and the University of Oregon) as well as connecting the
2/4/2019 neighborhood with the University and the River

25
26 2/4/2019 Complete Street, Safety, Better access for people walking and biking, walkable corridor, connections, beauty

carbon reduction from transport sector; feel like a place for people on foot, bike, scooter, or transit rather than just a
corridor for vehicles to go through; corridor should be a higher density and vibrant part of the city; people on foot should feel
like all of Franklin is permeable from one side to the other and from the university to the river - Franklin should not be felt
2/4/2019 like a barrier.

27
28 2/4/2019 Accessibility
29 2/4/2019 equity of access, safety, comfort, joy
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Q2. What do you currently like about Franklin Blvd and wish to preserve?
Meeting Commentary
2/22/2019 [n/a]
1/28/19 Design Workshop
Bus service, EmX is one of the best bus systems, the relic Eugene welcome sign, quick car access off the freeway, crossing for
pedestrians at Villard St, bike lanes and the bike route from Glenwood to along the river, open space at the Stadium, across
1 from lawrence hall, the Mill Race areas, all the open space areas between the river and the university
The art on Emx Stations and around the I-5 ramps with the canvas baskets, parks that are nearby (Mill Race Park, Alton Baker,
Fairmount Park, and some of the areas on campus), appreciate the view of Matt Knight, the shops around Villard, the EmX in
2 the area, the Romania "Potato Chip" building, river access
3 Efficiency of travel, although its moreso for people in vehicles and less so for people on foot or bicycle
We'd like to preserve the waterfront by the Mill Race and the natural values and the opportunity to see it. The boulevard
4 component, keep it looking like a boulvard, and the variety of businesses that are along Franklin. Keep the oaks.
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Online Survey
1 3/5/2019 I like the access to the Urban Farm
2 2/28/2019 Mill Race, Crosswalks, Market of Choice, Access to I-5
3 2/24/2019 Ability to travel between Eugene, Springfield, and to S. Eugene (30th Ave).
4 2/24/2019 The median strip with plantings!
5 2/24/2019 English Oaks
6 2/24/2019 the bus only lane
7 2/24/2019 EMX line is terrific. Pretty much everything else is ugly.
Mill Race dominance and adjacent space, linear quality, and classic lighting and features. Historic warehouses, old

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

2/19/2019 cannery spaces, historic Walton house and spaces the EWEB building is very good at one way of relating to the site
2/19/2019 the median landscape. It is THE identity of Franklin
2/18/2019 not much
2/18/2019 Mid century icons, historic Signage at west entrance
2/18/2019 Trees in the median, rapid transit, Market of Choice, U of O landscape at Jaqua Center and arena.
2/18/2018 The EMX corridor along the UO frontage
2/18/2019 It is a gateway, exciting glimpses into campus and city

Franklin is in reality HWY 126 and 99 and the main entrance on the south side of the river into East Eugene. It needs to
keep enough traffic lanes to accommodate this reality. Going over the Ferry St. Bridge is already a nightmare and not an
15 2/17/2019 alternative crossing from the north into downtown Eugene.

16
17
18
19
20
21

2/17/2019 accessibilty of water
2/16/2019 EmX
line, businesses/venues,
Mill
Racefor
area
The Natural
area at the mill race
ponds
wildlife, all natural areas and natural features useful for wildlife (macro fauna
2/13/2019 too), large older trees especially Oregon white oak and Oregon ash.
2/11/2019 Traffic mobility, Access to High Capacity Transit, Business Access
2/7/2019 Emx
2/6/2019 MV flows well at most hours of day.
Landscaped median space, transit stations (but could move to sides potentially), businesses (Market of Choice, Taste of

22 2/6/2019 India, etc.), taller buildings that increase activity in the area (colors could be more aesthetically pleasing)
23 2/5/2019 EmX service
24 2/5/2019 Easy access from Fairmont to downtown, green space makes for wide open views.
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25 2/4/2019 I _like_ the old trees along Franklin. I like that it does a fairly good job moving goods and traffic.
26 2/4/2019 EmX! Some services and retail are there.
I like that a major university is on it, bringing 25,000 students, faculty and staff ON FOOT to this area every day. I like
that some higher intensity development has begun to happen. And i like that there is high quality, frequent transit that
2/4/2019 serves the corridor and connects the corridor increasingly to the region.

27
28 2/4/2019 Trees, EmX
29 2/4/2019 EmX
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Q3. What do you dislike and want to change?
Meeting Commentary
Frequency of vehicles going through reds (over 50%), (don't give false sense of safety if it's not there), timing of
2/22/2019 crosswalk signs, difference between comfort level walking along versus crossing
1/28/19 Design Workshop
Left turn off of Franklin onto Villard, you are very close to opposing cars and its dangerous, you feel like you're going to turn into
another car when you try to make a left onto Villard, biking directly… heading east, in front of Matthew Knight Arena, I literally
prepare to die or get injured when I'm biking that way, and its not a joke, I'm not using hyperbole, I actually steele myself to be
in a bicycle accident potentially when I bike in this area, it's a little bit intimidating. We're seeing close calls with pedestrians
every day when we move through this area, people are nearly hurt often, we see a lot of near-misses, there's no bike lane
heading west, there's truncated bike access from the I-5 crossing connecting to Garden Avenue and back to the river, and there's
1 many lights on timers which gets a little weird when there's all the congestion
Feels too car-centric, there are narrow sidewalks, especially on the West end and on the East end by where the bike path comes
in, turning cars have close encounters with each other, there are missing bike lanes and the bike lanes turn into sidewalks, the
speed limit is high, power poles are in the sidewalks, the bus platforms are crowded, no buffer between car traffic and the
sidewalk, it just feels crowded arond intersections, car lanes end making them not used further back from where they end, the
street lights are cold and white, not enough room for pedestrians at crosswalks corners, and people don't know how to navigate
2 intersections in all modes of transportation
3 Pedestrian corssings are really difficult and unsafe, don't really have good anything for people with disabilities
Improve the soil for the new trees that are going to go in. The gateway treatments are not welcoming, get rid of the overhead
4 wires, high speed traffic, too much of it, and the signals don't accommodate all means of traffic, all modes of traffic
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Online Survey
The growth of big and ugly apartment buildings (not much character) Automobile centric design Lack of free activities Not a

1 3/5/2019 relaxing space Needs to have the ability to change (movable food carts, art, etc.)
Ugly, no where to walk and feel safe, (currently - all the construction) not enough cafes or shops. Not enough room for

2
3
4
5

2/28/2019 walking and biking.
2/24/2019 Lack of access to Matthew Knight Arena.
2/24/2019 Poor lane markings — hard to see on dark rainy nights!
2/24/2019 too many traffic lanes

6 2/24/2019 traffic, speed, pedestrians
Big new student complexes sited right up to sidewalk on Franklin are ugly in design and over kill in terms of size. Example?

7 2/24/2019 Green patches on side of Hub complex and no setback. Commercial signage is too big and ugly. along corridor.
all the huge box buildings and the federal building which has no relation to its location and no sense of locality no recognition
in any design of the historic quality of this space Eugene downtown planning has not paid attention to historic connections
8 2/19/2019 built right across the view of the Butte need to think of a look for ways to restore what has been lost in historical connections

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2/19/2019 The amount of junky commercial frontages along Franklin. The narrow sidewalks
2/18/2019 everything. it is harsh. it is vacant. it is disruptive. it is unfriendly
2/18/2019 6 lanes of traffic
2/18/2019 Car-centric corridor, little separation for pedestrians, no bike lanes. Feels more like a highway corridor than a city street.
2/18/2019 Narrow sidewalks with no separation to car lanes. Not safe for bikes.
2/18/2019 People driving too fast, running red lights, narrow and exposed pedestrian walkways
2/17/2019 Pedestrian crossings that are unnecessarily long and stop lights that are not timed. It's a HWY!! FLOW should be #1 priority.
2/17/2019 people are more important than cars.

17 2/16/2019 Cars. Fast cars. Bland/sprawl-y look.
No bicycle infrastructure what so ever, sidewalks are hap hazard and in some places cars must park in sidewalk to access
businesses, vehicles entering Franklin Blvd at high speeds from the east, long traffic light intervals on Onyx (mostly for
pedestrians and bicyclists) and Riverfront St. Franklin Blvd except near the entrance, old university area, and Mill race pound
18 2/13/2019 is very ugly

19 2/11/2019 Vehicular mobility prioritization, minimal crossing refuges across wide ROW.
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20

21

Focus on automobile movement, movement of autos should be facilitated but in balance with other modes including
pedestrians. There are not enough crossings at key points (MKA, area east of Walnut station that connects the south
2/7/2019 sidewalk to the north sidewalk that heads under railroad to Willamette R.). Lack of separation from traffic for pedestrians.
Signals congest area, use roundabouts. Pedestrian crossings are HUGE so break the distance up with islands. Ped signal
time is long due to HUGE so side streets get much more green time than needed for MV flow. Again break it up, use
roundabouts. Bus lanes are narrow and not offset from MV lanes, add in bus drivers moving laterally at the jogs in the bus
lanes come too close to MV traffic, and they start/stop independent of MV flow sometimes from unexpected directions. So,
2/6/2019 provide more separation from MV and smooth the lateral shifts in the bus lanes.
Loud / high volume / high speed traffic, far crossing distances at intersections, lack of safe and convenient feeling connected
bike network routes that get to desired destinations, people putting their lives at risk due to trying to cross in unsafe
locations and ways, water drainage issues and build up near Walnut Station on south side of street east of Walnut
2/6/2019 intersection, curb-tight sidewalk over to Augusta, lack of walking and biking facility directly along Franklin to Glenwood

22
23 2/5/2019 Very noisy for pedestrians

24 2/5/2019 Strip malls, trash along the sides, on demand lights, tall, ugly apartment buildings with no setback overhanging the sidewalks.
Crossings for pedestrians are dangerous and need to be improved. Access for pedestrians and bicyclists to the EMX stations

25 2/4/2019 is poor. Traffic is moving too fast on Franklin, making it difficult to access local businesses.
26

Speeding vehicles, disconnected feel, no good passage for pedestrians and people on bikes, feels all about cars and not
2/4/2019 people

27

It is a horrible and hostile place for people on foot or bike; I dislike how much asphalt is given to the movement and storage of
vehicles; I dislike that 95% of those vehicles have a single human in them and thus we provide so much space for the
transport of air; the corridor is horribly ugly; I dislike that the corridor barely takes advantage of the 25,000 pedestrians that
come to the UO daily; and I dislike that it is practically impossible for normal people on bike to feel any comfort or
2/4/2019 convenience on this important east-west corridor.

28 2/4/2019 Traffic, unfriendly to bicycles and pedestrians, sidewalks too narrow
Not accessible to even the most confident cyclists, totally out of pedestrian scale, cars are too fast. No bike/ped access to

29 2/4/2019 Glenwood or Springfield that feels safe.
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Q4. What is missing that you would like to see created?
Meeting Commentary
2/22/2019 Pedestrian-scale lighting (reluctant to park beyond Mill Race because of personal safety)
1/28/19 Design Workshop
More pedestrian crossings at Moss and Onyx, less big concrete lots, wide walking boulevards, more greenery, attention to
local businesses and talking to homeowners, particularly those in the Fairmount and the Garden Ave areas, it will affect
1 them a lot.
Bike lanes, bowling lane, a place where you would choose to walk, parks and green spaces on the road, physical separation
between modes of traffic such as fences between cars and bikelanes and pedestrians, more traffic signals that would control
2 conflicts, crosswalks in intuitive places, and lower speed limits before the highway
Maybe a roundabout, possibly at Agate street, wayfindings, more ackowledgement of the history of the area, more of a
3 welcoming gateway, safer crossings north and south, and making the throughput for people on foot and bicycle
Not enough pedestrian crossings, we need separated bike facilities, separated pedestrian facilities, proper drainage (I don't
know how many times I've been splashed by water on that street), sense of enclosure and a spatial differentiations for the
4 boulevard, trees please, and a clear view of the river, make the river inviting
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Online Survey
1 3/5/2019 Something to put in a postcard, a Eugene Springfield Identity piece. Think Amsterdam sign, Bean, Bull...
2 2/28/2019 a park? gardens? a gathering place? round abouts for traffic. Good idea.
3 2/24/2019 Nothing
More trees and protected sidewalks and bike lanes. Separation of bike lane from the street with plantings. Getting the

4
5
6
7

2/24/2019 sidewalk away from traffic — with planting strip! To relieve stress on the walker and improve safety all around.
2/24/2019 More trees, wider sidewalks
2/24/2019 better enforcement of pedestrian laws/crossings, better enforcement of speeding, better flow of traffic
2/24/2019 Corner area of Franklin before Court House and old EWEB needs major overhaul.

care and stewardship for historical spaces and buildings associated with the river and river use and buttes How has the
planning process how does design care for historic associations and stewardship of historic spaces and buildings and
historic urban quality and scale along the boulevard, and river. How are those preserved and reused and carrying forward
8 2/19/2019 and allowed to enrich the present design.
While not necessarily an element missing in the right-of-way, there is a lack of affordable housing along Franklin. Within
the right-of-way, what's missing is safe, comfortable and enjoyable feel to the pedestrian experience. Protected and
9 2/19/2019 separate bike lanes are also missing.
All current and future multi unit huusing to provide j above grade pedestrian overpass is not on grade to avoid 12 people

10 2/18/2019 stopping so one person can cross Franklin
11 2/18/2019 there is no there there. make it a place.
12 2/18/2019 Density, wide sidewalks
Bike lanes, separation for pedestrians, pedestrian oriented business / building development. Street trees. Pedestrian

13 2/18/2019 furnishings. Larger entry sign, landscape - Welcome to Eugene.
14 2/18/2019 Not enough safe crossings for pedestrians. No substantial medians to speak of. Hardly any trees.
15 2/18/2019 additional safe overpasses
Recognizing growth and prioritizing balanced traffic FLOW and pedestrian needs. Congestion is completely unnecessary.
Get rid of the crosswalk at the HUB and install an over-walkway with escalator. That was a ridiculous engineering
16 2/17/2019 decision on multiple levels!

17 2/17/2019 quirky art
Bike lanes! PeaceHealth bikes! Street trees/art! Low income/public housing! Mixed-use development! Reduced reliance
18 2/16/2019 on car traffic/parking and a focus on transit-oriented, sustainable developments!
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Dedicated bicycle and low speed EV vehicles (scooters, skateboards) lanes with physical barriers to vehicles,
overpasses for bicycle and pedestrian over Franklin Blvd on Onyx St and Riverfront St. to eliminate any collisions at
busiest pedestrian access points, a Eugene/Oregon Welcome Center (Romania Building) that describes history as well
19 2/13/2019 as old and new vision, and more native plant and trees restoration.

20 2/11/2019 Quality tree canopy
21 2/7/2019 Crosswalks (particularly at MKA, area east of Walnut Station), bike lanes, wayfinding for all modes (auto, bike, ped),

22

Ditch the signals, use roundabouts. Give pedestrians short crossings along their desire lines across one-way MV lanes
(islands needed). Moderate travel speeds with lower end to end travel time and safe intersections = roundabouts. Provide
cyclists with a separate, one-way, travel path that is not contraflow, or hidden behind or offset excessively to cause sight
line problems and right hook MV crashes into helpless cyclist. Add good lighting at a pedestrian scale. Include low
2/6/2019 maintenance landscaping with native and other suitable species.
Places to spend time that feel comfortable and aren't directly adjacent to high volume high speed traffic, logically bike
2/6/2019 connection from NE corner of Walnut intersection to Alumni Center/Matt Knight/UO campus

23
24 2/5/2019 Additional space to develop two EmX lanes to continue fast service. That is, separate lanes for service in each direction.
Landscaping in the vicinity of big projects (apartments), green space with pathways for runners, particularly between

25 2/5/2019 Fairmont and Alton Baker, and buildings that cater to the permanent residents of the neighborhoods, not just students.
Franklin's purpose is missing - it's not clear on that road whether it's supposed to provide for through traffic or for local

26 2/4/2019 traffic. It's VERY clear that any concept of pedestrian traffic along Franklin is missing.
27 2/4/2019 Green space, bike facilities, comfortable walking environment.
permeability across Franklin, high quality bike infrastructure that every new UO student or any family's 10 year old would
feel comfortable on; a street design that slows cars down and prioritizes all non-car transport so that we can meet our
2/4/2019 climate goals as adopted by city council.

28
29 2/4/2019 2nd EmX lane

30

Sense of place, ability to go directly from A-B on a bicycle rather than having to know special back-routes. Access to
Springfield and Glenwood that makes it feel as continuous as possible, so that economic development in both areas can
2/4/2019 support each other.
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